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Al $D$ $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ . $P$ (
) .
A2 2 $v,$ $w\in P$ $r_{b}$
.
A3 $v\in P$ r $B(v;r_{c})$ ( :covering) .
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$r_{b}$ $r_{c}$ rc $\geq$ rb/ .




$U= \bigcup_{v\in P}B(\iota;r_{c})$ ,
$D\subset U$ .
, $r_{b}$
Rips [7] [18] . $P$ Rips $\mathcal{R}_{r_{b}}$
: $P$ $0$ $(k+1)$
$v_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $v_{k}$ 2 $r_{b}$ $k$ $|v_{0}\cdots v_{k}|$
. $\mathcal{R}_{r_{b}}$ $\mathcal{R}$ ,
.
A4 $\partial D$ 1 $\mathcal{F}$ .
[4] $D\subset U$ :
1 $[\alpha]\in H_{2}(\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{F})$ $\delta_{2}[\alpha]\neq 0\in H_{1}(\mathcal{F})$ $D\subset U$ .
. $\delta_{2}$ $(\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{F})$

























. 1 Rips $\mathcal{R}=\bigcup_{k=1}^{R’}\mathcal{R}_{k}$ (
5) , 1 $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{k})$
$H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ ( 7).
Mayer-Vietoris $H_{*}(\mathcal{R}_{1}),$ $H_{*}(\mathcal{R}_{2}),$ $H_{*}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})$ , $H_{*}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup$
$\mathcal{R}_{2})$ , $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})$
. $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})$ 3
, Rips .
Rips $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ $p$ : $\mathcal{R}arrow \mathbb{R}^{2},$ $\mathcal{R}$
$S:=p(\mathcal{R})$ . $\pi_{1}(\mathcal{R}),$ $\pi_{1}(S)$ $p$
, $p$ $\pi(p)$ : $\pi_{1}(\mathcal{R})arrow\pi_{1}(S)$ .
.
2 [2] $\mathcal{R}$ $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ Rips , $\pi(p)$ : $\pi_{1}(\mathcal{R})arrow$
$\pi_{1}(S)$ . $H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ .
1 .
2 A5 A5 , $H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$
4 .
7 . ,






. 4 . 5
.
,




3 $\mathcal{R}_{1},$ $\mathcal{R}_{2}$ Rips :
$H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1})\cong H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{2})\cong \mathbb{Z}$, $H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})\cong \mathbb{Z}^{r}$ , $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1})\cong \mathbb{Z}^{n}\rangle$ $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{2})\cong \mathbb{Z}^{m}$
$\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2}$
$H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})\cong\{\begin{array}{ll}\mathbb{Z}^{n+m-L} (r=0)\mathbb{Z}^{n+m-L+r-1} (r\geq 1).\end{array}$
$L$ Mayer-Vietoris




$\underline{\delta_{2}}H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})arrow^{i_{1}}H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1})\bigoplus_{\delta_{1}}\underline{H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{2})arrow H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})j_{1}\overline{)}}$
$($
’
$carrow H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})arrow^{i_{0}}H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1})\oplus H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{2})H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})\underline{j_{0}}arrow 0$ .
${\rm Im}\delta_{1}$ $H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})\cong \mathbb{Z}^{r}$ .
$0arrow 1mj_{1}arrow H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})arrow^{\delta_{1}}{\rm Im}\delta_{1}arrow 0$
:
$H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})\cong{\rm Im} j_{1}\oplus 1m\delta_{1}$ .
2 $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})$ ${\rm Im} j_{1}$ .
${\rm Im} j_{1}$ $i_{1}$ .
${\rm Im} j_{1}\cong(H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1})\oplus H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{2}))/Kerj_{1}\cong \mathbb{Z}^{n+m}/{\rm Im} i_{1}\cong \mathbb{Z}^{n+m-L}$.
${\rm Im}\delta_{1}$ . $r=0$ lm $\delta_{1}=0$ . $r\geq 1$
, $H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap \mathcal{R}_{2})\neq 0$ $\mathcal{R}_{1}$ $\mathcal{R}_{2}$ 1 $0$-
. $H_{0}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})\cong \mathbb{Z}$. Mayer-Vietoris
$0arrow{\rm Im}\delta_{1}arrow \mathbb{Z}^{r}arrow^{i_{0}}\mathbb{Z}^{2}arrow^{j_{-0}}\mathbb{Z}arrow 0$
, ${\rm Im}\delta_{1}\cong \mathbb{Z}^{r-1}$ . 1






. $p$ : $\mathcal{R}arrow$
$\mathbb{R}^{2}$ $S=p(\mathcal{R})$ 1 (non-pinching)
, .




$v$ 2 $v_{l_{1}},$ $v_{l_{2}},$ $v_{r_{1}},$ $v_{r_{2}}$












4 AI-A5 4 .
1. $H_{1}(\mathcal{F})$ $\delta_{2}[\alpha]\neq 0$ $[\alpha]\in H_{2}(\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{F})$ .
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2: A5 A5 .
2. $j_{1}:H_{1}(\mathcal{R})arrow H_{1}(\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{F})$ .
3. $i_{1}$ : $H_{1}(\mathcal{F})arrow H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ $i_{1}=0$ .
4. $H_{1}(\mathcal{R})=0$ .




Proof. $2\Rightarrow 3$ $4\Rightarrow 1$ .
$(1\Rightarrow 2):{\rm Im}\delta_{2}$ $H_{1}(\mathcal{F})\cong \mathbb{Z}$ ${\rm Im}\delta_{2}\cong c\mathbb{Z}$ .
$c$ .
$H_{1}(\mathcal{F})/Keri_{1}\cong H_{1}(\mathcal{F})/{\rm Im}\delta_{2}\cong \mathbb{Z}/c\mathbb{Z}\cong \mathbb{Z}_{c}$
$H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ , $c$ 1 . $i_{1}=0$ ,
$j_{1}$ . $Keri_{0}=0$ $\delta_{1}=0$ $j_{1}$
. 2 .
$(3\Rightarrow 4):H_{1}(\mathcal{R})\neq 0$ . 2 $\pi_{1}(S)$
$[l]\in\pi_{1}(S)$ . A5 $D$
. , $\mathcal{F}$ $H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ $\mathcal{F}$ $\mathcal{R}$ 1 ,
$p$
$\partial D$ $S$ 1




A5 ) , 4 . $D$ $S$













. $v_{k}(k=1, \cdots, K)$ ,
ID$=k$ . Rips
5 2 :







(1) ID $k$ 2
(2) (1) ID
5(Rips )
1. $ID$ ) ($v_{k}$ ) $(a)$ $(b)$
, 2, 3 .
$(a)$ $(b)$ 2 .
$(a)$ $1^{1A:}$ $ID$
$v_{k_{1}},$ $\cdots v_{k_{l}}$ $ID=k$
. $ID$
.
$(b)$ $v_{k}$ $k$ $ID$
$v_{k_{l+1}},$ $\cdots,$ $v_{k_{L}}$
$ID$ $k$ . . $ID$
3 .
2. $\iota_{k}$ k- $ID=k$ . 4 .
3. $ID=k$ $ID$






4: ID ID .
$x_{2}$ . ID$=1,2$
ID ID . 1 Rips $\mathcal{R}_{1}\mathcal{R}_{2}$
.
ID , 3
4 . $t\prime_{k}$ k-
48
1: 4 $\mathcal{R}_{1}$ $\mathcal{R}_{2}$ .
. ID ID,
( 1 ) ID .
ID ID $ID=k$ ,
.
( $G_{k}$ )
. $G_{kl}$ , k-
ID ID $l$ . $G_{kl}=G_{lk}$




2. ffips $\mathcal{R}$ , $ID$ 1 .
3. Rips $\mathcal{R}$ , $\mathcal{R}=\bigcup_{k=1}^{K}\mathcal{R}_{k}$ .
4. $\mathcal{R}_{k}\cap \mathcal{R}_{l}=\mathcal{R}_{kl}$ .
ID Rips $\mathcal{R}_{k},$ $k=1,$ $\cdots,$ $K$
. Rips
1 . 4 $K=2$
ID ID . $x_{2}$
. 1 .




1. Rips $\mathcal{R}$ 5 Rips $\{\mathcal{R}_{k}|k=1, \cdot\cdot\cdot , K\}$
.
2. $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{k}),$ $k=1_{\}\cdots,$ $K$ , .
3. $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{2})$ 3 .
4. $ID=2$ , $ID=2$ 1 .
5. 3 4 $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cup \mathcal{R}_{k})$ $k=K$ .
$H_{1}(\mathcal{R})$ $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{k})$












. $P$ $2\leq p\leq 5$
.
7 , $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{k}),$ $H_{1}(\mathcal{R}_{1}\cap$




$n$ Rips $O(m\log n)$
,
. , 5 7








. 3 , 4 1 2
AI-A4 . A5








TIN (Topology, Informatics, and Network) [21]
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$[$ 12$]$ $[$ 14$]$ $[$ 16 $]$ .
$\mathbb{R}^{N}$ . $k+1$ $a_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $a_{k}\in$
$\mathbb{R}^{N}$ $k$ $\vec{a_{0}a_{1\}}}\cdots$ , $\vec{a_{0}a_{k}}$
. $k+1$ $k$
$|a_{0}\cdots a_{k}|$ . $0$ , 1 , 2
, 3 ,
. $k$ $|a_{0}\cdots a_{k}|$ $\{a_{i_{0}}\cdots a_{i_{l}}\}\subset\{a_{0}\cdots a_{k}\}$
$|a_{i_{0}}\cdots a$ .
.
8 2 $K$ :
1. $K$ $\sigma$ $K$ .
2. $\sigma,$ $\tau\in K$ $\sigma\cap\tau\neq\emptyset$ $\sigma\cap\tau$ $\sigma$ $\tau$ .





$K_{1}=\{|a_{1}a_{2}a_{3}|,$ $|a_{1}a_{2}|,$ $|a_{1}a_{3}|,$ $|a_{2}a_{3}|,$ $|a_{2}a_{4}|,$ $|a_{3}a_{4}|_{:}$
$|a_{1}|,$ $|a_{2}|,$ $|a_{3}|,$ $|a_{4}|\}$ ,
$K_{2}=\{|a_{1}a_{2}a_{3}|,$ $|a_{1}a_{2}|,$ $|a_{1}a_{3}|,$ $|a_{2}a_{4}|,$ $|a_{2}a_{5}|,$ $|a_{3}a_{4}|,$ $|a_{3}a_{5}|$ ,











: 1 2 (
6 )















$\langle a_{0}$ . . . $a_{n}\rangle=$ sgn $(\tau)\langle a_{\tau(0)}$ . . . $a_{\tau(n)}\rangle$ . $C_{n}$
n .
$\partial_{n}$ . $:C_{n}arrow C_{n-1}$ ,
$\partial_{n}\langle a_{0}\cdots a_{n}\rangle:=\sum_{i=0}^{n}(-1)^{i}\langle a_{0}\cdots\hat{a}_{i}\cdots a_{n}\rangle$
. $\hat{a}_{i}$
$a_{i}$ .
2 , $\partial_{n}\partial_{n.+1}=0$ .
.
$n$ $C_{n}$ 2 .
$Z_{n}\subset C_{n}$ , $Z_{n}$ $:=Ker\partial_{n}$ .
$B_{\eta_{0}}\subset C_{n}$ $C_{n+1}$ , $B_{n}:={\rm Im}\partial_{n+1}$
. 2










, $u,$ $v\in Z_{n}$ $u-\tau\in B_{n}$ $u\sim v$




$\alpha_{i}\in \mathbb{R}$ $\alpha_{j}\in \mathbb{Z}$ . $\mathbb{Z}_{k},$ $k\in N\backslash \{1\}$ ,
. [12] [14] [16]
.
6(1) .
$C$, $:=$ Span $(\langle a_{1}\rangle, \langle a_{2}\rangle, \langle a_{3}\rangle)$ ,
$C_{1}$ $:=$ Span $(\langle a_{1}a_{2}\rangle, \langle a_{1}a_{3}\rangle, \langle a_{2}a_{3}\rangle)$ ,
$C_{i}=0,$ $i\geq 2$
.
$\partial_{1}=(-110$ $-101$ $-101$ , $\partial_{i}=0,$ $i\neq 1$
. 1 $B_{1}=0(\cdot.\cdot C_{\sim}’)=0)$
$H_{1}=Z_{1}/B_{1}=$ Span $(\langle a_{1}a_{2}\rangle-\langle a_{1}a_{3}\rangle+\langle a_{2}a_{3}\rangle)=\mathbb{R}$


















$(K, L)$ . $K,$ $L$ $L$ $K$
$(L\subset K)$ . 2 ( $\zeta$ ”
( 1).
$H_{n}(K, L)$ .
$H_{n}(K, L)$ $|K|$ $|L|\subset|K|$ 1
. 6(1), (2) $K_{1},$ $K_{2}$
$H_{n}(K_{9,\sim}.A_{1}’)$ $|A_{1}’|$ $|A_{2}^{r}|$ 1 ( ) 3
. 1 ,
$H_{2}(I\acute{s}_{2},1i_{1}’-)=\mathbb{R}$ .
$(K, L)$ $K,$ $L$ $(K, L)$
, $H_{n}(K),$ $H_{n}(L),$ $H_{n}(K, L)$
. 1 :
$j_{n+1 ,arrow H_{n+J}}(K, L)^{\delta_{n+1}}arrow H_{n}(L)arrow H_{n}(K)i_{n}arrow H_{n}(K, L)j_{n}arrow\delta_{n}$
. $H_{n}(L),$ $H_{n}(K),$ $H_{n}(K, L)$
. $i_{n},j_{n},$ $\delta_{n}$
,
. $H_{n}(K)$ ${\rm Im}^{l}i_{n}=Ker$ in , $H_{n}(K, L)$
${\rm Im}$ $=Ker\delta_{n}$ . $\delta_{n}$
1 .
$(K, L)$ $H_{n}(K_{7}L)$
, $H_{n}(K),$ $H_{n}(L),$ $H_{n}(K, L)$
. , ,
$i_{n},j_{n},\overline{\delta}_{n}$ [12] [14] .
$A4$ Mayer-Vietoris
Mayer-Vietoris , 6(1) (2)
( (1)(2) $K_{1},$ $K_{2}$ ) . $|a_{2}a_{3}|$
57
$|b_{2}b_{3}|$ .
$K_{1}.li_{2}’.K_{1}\cap A_{2}’,$ $K_{1}\cup I_{t_{2}}^{\vee}$ ,
. $Ma_{e}ver$-Vietoris .
$K_{1},$ $I\zeta_{2}$ $K_{1}\cup K_{2}$ , $Ki\cap It_{2}^{r}$
$A_{1}^{arrow}$ $A_{2}^{r}$ . $Ma_{L}yer$-Vietoris
.
$j_{n+1 ,arrow}H_{n+1}(A_{1}’\cup A_{2}^{\nearrow})$
$\delta_{n+1}-H_{n}(K_{1}\cap A_{2}^{-})$ $arrow H_{n}(A_{1}’)i_{rr}\oplus H_{n}(K_{2})arrow H_{n}(K_{1}j_{n}\cup A_{2}’)$
$arrow H_{n-1}(A_{1}’\cap A_{2\prime}’)^{\underline{i_{n-1}}}\succ\delta_{n}$ . . .
$i_{n},$ $j_{n},$ $\delta_{n}$ $H_{n}(K_{1})\oplus H_{n}(A_{2}^{\nearrow})$
. Mayer-Vietoris , [14] [16]
.
Mayer-Vietoris , $H_{n}(K_{1}),$ $H_{n}(A_{2}^{\nearrow})$
$K_{1}\cup K_{2}$ .
,
.
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